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[Verse 1:]
Gettin' ready got my clothes laid out-
I'm hoppin' out the shower- gotta oil down-
It's goin' down- be ready in an hour-
Can't rush perfection- I command attention-
Play at your own discretion-
You might not like what I got to say...
I'm a boss b*tch-
I call the shots if you feelin' lost you better catch on-
I got this...
Cause I decide what happens next- what I want I always
get...

I get it- I get it- I get it- I get it...

[Hook:]
And I'ma make it happen- one way or another-
I decide what I do next-
If you make a move it's 'cause I let ya- I let ya...
Baby don't forget
I get- I get- I get it- get it- get it- get it...

[Verse 2:]
I get my groove on...
Try to make a move on me- come on too strong-
Play ya like a pawn- check mate!
F*ck that double standard-
Just an excuse for a man to slander me-
If you can't handle it- you can look the other way...
I'm a good girl- sometimes I'm a little naughty-
This is my world- you ain't gettin' in without a key...
I'ma keep on dancin' to my song....
And if you're lucky- I just might take you along...

[Hook:]
And I'ma make it happen- one way or another-
I decide what I do next-
If you make a move it's 'cause I let ya- I let ya...
Baby don't forget
I get- I get- I get it- get it- get it- get it...
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[Verse 3:]
If I want it- I'ma get it-
If I'm on it- betta give it-
I say who- what- where- when and not why- no not
why....
Ain't no need for explanations-
You can keep on waitin' on me- I might move so fast-
I can take it so slowly...
I'm just gettin' started-
Just when you think I'm fallin' off-
I'll prove you wrong- and I'ma get mines on....

[Hook:]
And I'ma make it happen- one way or another-
I decide what I do next-
If you make a move it's 'cause I let ya- I let ya...
Baby don't forget
I get- I get- I get it- get it- get it- get it...

I get it- I get it- I get it- I get it.... (repeat)
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